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Back in December Mr Charles Viva, Dr Valeria Slade, Dr Shan Shan Jing, Leila Slade, Annie Ganguli & 
myself,  Louise Newman, started their journeys to Uganda.  Arriving in the hot African sunshine on 
Saturday afternoon we were warming greeted by Peter and Jacob who loaded our heavy luggage and 
patiently drove us through the traffic on our 9 hour journey up to Kumi Hospital. 

Although arriving  late  into  the  night,  Anne & Grace  had  made us  a  delicious  Ugandan dinner  to 
welcome us. Fully fed and weary from the travelling we all retired to our rooms and settled. This time 
the hospital hosted us at the guest house and we were lucky to stay within the comfort of Elspeth 
Robinson home and appreciated some Christmas decorations! It was great being only walking distance 
to work and to stay within the beautiful community grounds of the hospital. We spent many of our free 
moments counting the chicks and watching them go into the hen houses. 

Screening started on Sunday, with no time to waste, in the hospitals physiotherapy department a total 
of 71 patients and families turned up and patiently waited to be seen.  Harriet, Paul and Olivia, the 
outreach team had done an excellent job of assessing and facilitating patients from the rural villages to 
Kumi hospital and helped us with translating as there are so many dialects from the villages. Screening 
is always a great introduction and experience for all team members, especially those members on their 
first mission, Annie, Shan Shan and Leila. Our team also grew with resident Dutch students, Ron, Luca, 
Margaret and Femca, joining in which was fantastic for all! 



Kumi Hospital were in the middle of building a second theatre 
and  we  were  fortunate  that  it  had  been  arranged  that  the 
original  theatre  would  reopen  for  our  mission  and  that 
building work was reduced. The second theatre is now open 
and we can only imagine what a positive impact it will have for 
the hospital.  So into the theatre, smelling of fresh paint we 
moved in and unpacked all our stock. 

The male surgical ward, Ojikan, opposite theatre opened its 
doors to us and all the staff led by the fantastic senior nurse 
Rachel worked with us during the day and looked after the 
‘Plastic Camp’ patients at night. Some of the patients stayed 
within  the  hospital  grounds  when  they  did  not  require  a 
hospital  bed  so  they  were  close  ready  for  dressing  changes 
after their procedures. 

Fortunately the majority of the patients did arrive on Sunday 
to be screened, we had a further 40 patients arrive over the 
week who were screened between theatre cases. With theatre 
lists full,  work started early Monday morning and the Kumi 
hospital  theatre  team  assisted  us  in  getting  organised  and 

underway.  It  was  fantastic  to  work  again  with  Amuron Scholastic  and  Emmanuel  who had  joined 
Interplast UK team to South Sudan the previous year. Catherine, Lilian and Dina the anaesthetist kept 
the lists going and supported us all day every day!  

Theatres was busy with everyone learning from Mr Charles Viva and here’s how our week worked out: 

111 Number of patients screened               
49 Surgical operations and procedures 

Adults (over 18yrs old):
13 Women
8 Males

20 Children 
8 Babies (under 1 yr) 

  Operations & procedures: 

      6 Cleft Lips 
      2 Cleft Palates 
      7 Skin grafts 
      14 Injections 
      10 Removals/excisions 
      2 Diathermy 
      1 Circumcision 
      1 Release of tongue tie 
      3 Debunking of keloids 
      1 Wound debridement 
      1 Finger seperation  

Screened Operated

Sunday 77

Monday 6 11

Tuesday 10 11

Wednesday 12 9

Thursday 4 7

Friday 2 11



For those 49 patients one graft become infected and 
was  removed,  a  little  hand  required  further  grafting 
following manipulations and the circumcision suffered 
some post op bleeding, to the best of our knowledge 
there were no other post op complications.  A child 
who had his  CP repair  became ill  with malaria  post 
operatively  but  quickly  received  treatment  and 
recovered well. Unfortunately 2 babies and 1 child were 
not  fit  for  surgery  with  chest  infections  and  high 
temperatures. All were seen and treated within Kumi 
hospital, thank you Dr Lazarus. 

Mr Viva had brought post-operative oral analgesia, antibiotics and antibiotics cream with us so we were 
able to provide this for the patients. On the occasions when we required other antibiotics, stronger or 
intravenous analgesia the pharmacy were well stocked and fantastic at helping us out.  All departments 
were great in accommodating our needs to better assess and screen the patients.  X-RAYS and wound 
swabs  with  prompt  results  and the  physiotherapy  department  and Orthopaedic  technician,  Olivia, 
provided crutches and splints.  We were lucky also to have Dan from IT, who spoilt us with some Wifi 
so we could send messages home. 

Anne & Grace transferred food to us every day with morning tea and Ugandan samosas and a full home 
cooked lunch with kept us fuelled for the day. Eating within the staffroom with the other theatre staff 
and sharing sodas and groundnuts by the bowls. 

The sun shone warm and bright  and we worked 9-5/6  throughout  the  week missing  the  Ugandan 
sunshine but working in such pleasant climates in December. We had missed the rain and so everything 
seemed so green. 



On  Monday  and  Thursday  mornings  we  attended  the 
hospitals  church  service,  on  Monday  it  was  important  to 
introduce  ourselves  and  we  then  returned  on  Thursday 
morning for  the dancing and singing and it  was  a  brilliant 
experience, everyone up and dancing, it was quite a work out! 
Patients joined in and even the dog from the guest house!! 
Christmas carols  and church hymns were sung by the staff 
and African beats were played loudly for all to hear!

On Thursday Amuron & Harriet had arranged for us to see 
the local sites and Mr Viva’s dear friend Charles Okula hosted 
us  for  dinner,  this  was  really  appreciated  and  a  welcomed 
balance to working hard. With our short trip it was great to 
fit this in as well as a lovely feast on Friday for all the staff as a 
thank you and to celebrate the week. Anne & Grace cooked 
all day and steaming giant pots of food, fruit and nuts were 
laid  out  for  all  to  enjoy  under  the  African  stars.  We had 
packed some token Santa hats, napkins and Christmas treats 
which gave it a Christmas theme but think we all had to keep 
reminding ourselves that is was actually Christmas time! 

Kampala  traffic  made it  a  very  tight  arrival  to  Entebbe to 
catch  our  flights  home  (thank  you  Peter,  Jacob  and  Dr 
Roberts  for  getting  us  there!)  and  as  we  hurried  through 
departures grabbing a few souvenirs it was great to sit back 
and reflect on the week. As we returned home to spend it 
with  our  families  for  Christmas,  Amuron  and  the  staff 
continued to work and check the grafts, sending us updates 
over WhatsApp and keeping us to date with their progress. 
With only Christmas day off she checked all the grafts. We 
are all so thankful to Amuron’s and the staff efforts after we 
left as the graft checks are extremely important and it is a big 
responsibility.

These  trips  are  never  possible  without  healthcare 
professionals  volunteering  their  time  and  considering  the 
time of year, thank you Shan Shan, Valeria, Leila & Annie. A 
particular thank you to Shan Shan who worked so hard on 
organising our flights on such a tight schedule. Thank you to 
those who help organise and arrange these trips here in the 
UK,  Lynn  Fletcher  for  collecting  the  children  and  baby 
clothes, the toys and cuddly toys/dolls from the church so we 
have  so  much  to  give  and  the  medical  supply  donations, 
Nagor  for  Silgel  and  Dermastix,  Pennines  healthcare  for 
donation of suction tubes, Tracy Liggins and Swann Morton 
for  surgical  and  skin  graft  blades  over  all  these  years  and 
McGuires chemists Marton for medicines. 

Finally  a  warm  thank  you  to  Dr  Roberts  the  hospital 
director and a huge thank you Elspeth, Harriet, Paul & Olivia 
for all their hard work in facilitating patients, organising us 
and caring and putting the patients first, it could not happen 
without you all. Paul we all wish you a very happy marriage 
and the wedding looked great! 



At the time of writing this report, Elspeth is currently out helping the people of Kumi, she writes a 
honest and heart felt blog daily which can be read on Facebook and she is finding a lot of patients who 
would benefit from surgical input. An Interplast UK mission is now proposed for October this year! 

Thank you to those who knitted 
the dolls, we could give one to all 
the  children  at  the  nutritional 
ward  who  all  really  deserve  a 
colourful doll. 

 A small collection of pre and post surgical work and the cleft babies:  

Caroline’s graft became infected and was re grafted by Dr Roberts team after the infection had 
cleared. She was  a challenge to manage her pain post operatively. It was such a relief to receive 
this photo from Amuron who says that this brave 13 yr old is now happy and doing well. 



 
 

 

Beautiful Kumi babies Stella and 
Sam pre and post cleft repairs.

It took some gentle 
encouragement and perseverance 
to get the parents to feed their 
babies with a spoon post 
operatively, but as captured here 
you can see this young couple were 
so patient with baby Joshua.



Photos  of  a  left 
wrist  release  and 
graft for Paul 1 yr 
8  months  and  an 
extensive  elbow 
release  and  graft 
for  Sarah   aged 
10yrs old.

On a final note, I will leave you with a thank you note 15 year old Esther made for us 
which sums it all up ….  


